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Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is a vital step for planarizing multi-level 

interconnect structures in ultra large-scale integrated circuit applications. The CMP has 

become the fastest growing semiconductor manufacturing operation in the past decade 

and is expected to continue its high growth rate with the emergence of next generation 

interconnect materials such as copper and ultra-low dielectric constant insulators in the 

coming decade. However, these next generation interconnects, due to their fragility and 

poor adhesion, are susceptible to CMP-induced defect formation such as microscratches, 

copper and barrier peeling, low k damage, dishing, and erosion. The state-of-the-art 

slurries presently designed for polishing copper/silica dielectric use hard aggregate 

particles (fumed alumina, 100-300 nm in diameter), which, we believe, may not be easily 

extended to polishing of copper/low k or ultra low k dielectrics.  

In this study, we investigate copper CMP using nanoparticle based slurries to 

reduce the defect formation. The reduction of defect formation, however, is among other 



 

xiii 

considerations such as high removal rate. We examine the nanoscale synergistic chemical 

and mechanical interactions to determine controlling factors in defectivity and removal 

rate. Our experimental results indicate that the synergistic effect, that is, the rapid 

formation of surface passive layer that can be subsequently removed by the nanoparticles 

without deforming underlying bare copper, is needed to obtain the ‘gentle’ copper CMP. 

The removal rate is synergistic, but more dominated by the chemical reaction than by the 

mechanical abrasion. The formation mechanism of the removable surface layer is 

investigated. It is suggested that the enhanced the reaction kinetics of the layer formation 

by addition of chelating agent in the slurry leads to a less dense oxide layer on copper 

surface that can be removed by the nanoparticles. The role of nanoparticle size and 

concentration is also studied to understand in what manner the material removal occurs. 

The results show that the indentation volume of the particle onto the surface layer plays 

an important role in material removal.  



1 

CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The constant device miniaturization driven by semiconductor industry in the last 

decade has required advanced interconnect schemes. As the device gets smaller and 

smaller, the delay of interconnects that wire the transistors non-linearly increases, 

whereas the delay of gates that switch the transistors significantly decreases. Below a 

micrometer feature size, the interconnect delay measured by RC (resistance x 

capacitance) of a circuit is much larger than the gate delay and becomes a rate limiting 

factor for the total device speed.  

To reduce the interconnect delay, new multilevel interconnect (MLI) schemes, 

which span several planes, have been developed. To further reduce the interconnect 

delay, the conventional interconnect materials such as aluminum (metal) and silica 

(dielectric) can be replaced by low resistivity metal such as copper and low dielectric 

insulating materials such as fluorinated silica, carbon-doped silica, and polymers. By 

integrating copper and the low k dielectrics, the MLI structure can provide (i) significant 

reduction in interconnect delay that leads to increased device speed (ii) enhanced 

electromigration resistance, and (iii) reduced number of layers.  

Due to the lack of dry gas phase etching chemistries for copper, however, chemical 

mechanical polishing (CMP) is the only method for nanomachining the copper-based 

MLI. The method known as ‘damascene’ is utilized to fabricate the copper-based MLI, 

which deposits excess amount of copper on dielectric patterned with trenches and then 
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employs the CMP step to rapidly remove the overburden copper and globally planarize 

the structure.  

The advent of copper and the low k dielectrics as interconnect materials has indeed 

accelerated the need of CMP process but also introduced a new set of challenges. These 

next generation interconnect materials are quite fragile and exhibit poor adhesion 

property and thus are very susceptible to CMP induced normal and shear stresses. It is 

also noted that mechanical strengths of dielectric films significantly decrease with a 

decrease of dielectric constants of the films. Consequently the defect formation such as 

microscratches, copper-barrier peeling, low k damage, dishing, erosion, and so on have 

been often observed during the CMP process. Such defect formations not only negatively 

impact the successive process loop but also are ultimately detrimental to the device 

performance [Sin03, Wan01], which however still remains as one of the biggest 

challenges of the CMP for copper and low k dielectric integration.  

To reduce the defect formation, various investigations such as reduction in down 

pressure [Kon03], abrasive-free polishing [Pad03], electro-polishing [Cha03], and so on 

have been conducted. The challenging aspects of these approaches towards the ‘gentle’ 

copper CMP, however, appeared to be balancing with other demanding output parameters 

such as removal rate and planarity. This is primarily because these approaches are based 

on the cause-and-effect relationship and are lack of thorough understanding of the time-

dependent wafer-slurry-pad interactions that are complicated by the large number of 

slurry variables and their synergistic effects.  
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To mitigate these challenges, we have earlier proposed a mechanistic methodology 

of understanding the wafer-pad-slurry interactions, namely micro- and nano-scale 

interactions [Sin02].  

Mechanical stresses during the CMP process can be related to particle indentation 

(penetration) into the wafer surface. According to the contact mechanics theory [Zha02, 

Qin04], the particle indentation during the CMP process may depend upon (i) particle 

properties, (ii) properties of chemically modified surface layer, and (iii) pad modulus. 

Hardness and size of the particle can be reduced to lower the penetration, thus avoiding 

the damaging effects. The state-of-the-art slurries presently designed for polishing 

copper/silica use hard aggregate particles (fumed alumina, 100-300 nm in diameter). We 

believe that this may not be easily extended to polishing of copper/low k or ultra low k 

dielectrics.  

This thesis describes an investigation into the chemical mechanical polishing of 

copper using sub 100 nm silica particles. The objective of this work is to examine 

synergistic chemical-mechanical effects during the copper CMP process. The influence 

of synergistic interactions on polishing characteristics (or polishing output parameters) 

such as defectivity and removal rate, and the role of each individual component, chemical 

and mechanical, in the synergy are studied throughout. In chapter 2, more details of 

current understanding are reviewed. The experimental procedures used in this thesis are 

described in chapter 3. In chapter 4, synergistic chemical-mechanical effects on 

controlling the defect formation and removal rate are examined. This chapter also 

compares and contrasts the results obtained by the nanoparticles with the results obtained 

by two other types of particles, one micron-size silica and 200 nm alumina particles. In 
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chapter 5, the formation mechanism of a surface passive layer that can be removed by the 

nanoparticles is investigated. In chapter 6, the removal mechanism by studying the role of 

nanoparticle size and concentration is investigated. The conclusions is given in chapter 7.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is a technique that removes excess material 

and planarizes an uneven surface. Although adopted by semiconductor industry for 

silicon wafer polishing around 40 years ago, the technique has long been used to obtain a 

mirror surface. In the last decade, the CMP process has become a vital step for 

fabricating microelectronic devices in ultra large-scale integrated circuit (ULSI) 

applications, such as shallow trench isolation (STI) and multi-level interconnects (MLI). 

This enabling process to significantly reduce topographical variation and to provide 

excellent surface finish is also rapidly stretching to other numerous applications such as 

micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS), compound semiconductors, and ferro-

electric and –magnetic random access memories (FeRAM).  

 

Need of Chemical Mechanical Polishing 

Rapid advances in ultra large-scale integrated circuits (ULSI) for miniaturized chip 

size and improved performance have raised demand for enhanced metallization schemes.  

Multilevel Interconnect and Damascene 

Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic of interconnect that includes metal lines, insulator 

and substrate. The delay of interconnect is represented by RC (resistance x capacitance) 

of the circuit components. By taking into account the metal resistance and capacitances 

(metal-metal and metal-substrate), the total RC delay can be expressed as following,  
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With decrease in the feature size (< 0.25 µm), the first term in the parenthesis 

(1/wd) becomes dominant. The RC delay of a circuit increases non-linearly and is much 

larger than the delay in switching the transistor (gate delay) [Rya95]. To reduce the RC 

time delay, new multilevel interconnect (MLI) schemes, which span several planes and 

are isolated by dielectric insulating layers, have been developed. To further reduce the 

RC delay, low resistivity (ρ) materials such as copper (alternative for aluminum) and low 

dielectric constant (ε) materials such as fluorinated silica, carbon-doped silica and 

polymers (alternative for silicon dioxide) can be used [Sho00]. Therefore, the MLI 

scheme based on Cu/low-K promises significant improvements in operating the 

miniaturized devices.  

 

 

Figure 2-1 Schematic of the interconnect that shows metal lines and insulating dielectrics 

 

Due to the lack of dry gas phase etching chemistries for copper, chemical 

mechanical polishing (CMP) has been almost the sole method to achieve planarization of 
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copper and eventually to build the MLI structure. This method known as the damascene 

process deposits blanket metal on dielectric which has been patterned with trenches and 

then employs CMP to polish the top continuous overburden metal layer [Mur00]. To 

make very thin copper lines, the following steps are conducted: (i) deposition of low k 

dielectric (or silica) layer, (ii) patterning of the silica (or low k dielectric layer) by dry gas 

phase etching, (iii) deposition of a thin Ta (or TaN layer) which acts as an adhesion layer 

and also a diffusion barrier, (iv) deposition of a thin copper layer as seed layer by 

physical vapor deposition, (v) thick copper deposition by electroplating, and (vi) 

chemical mechanical polishing to remove the overburden regions so that nanoscale 

copper lines are exposed (Fig. 2-3).  

 

 

Figure 2-2 Multi-level interconnect (MLI) structure integrated with copper and low k 
dielectrics (fluorinated SiO2) [Intel]. 
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Challenges in Integrating Copper and Low k Dielectrics 

The next generation interconnect materials such as copper and low k dielectrics, 

due to their fragility and poor adhesion, are susceptible to CMP-induced contact stresses 

(normal and shear) and defect formation such as microscratches, copper and barrier layer 

delamination, low k damage, dishing, and erosion [Sin03, Wan01]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3. Flow chart of interconnect fabrication by damascene process (a) copper is 
deposited after the insulating dielectric is patterned with a trench (b) 
overburden copper is removed with CMP process (c) planarized single 
interconnect layer. These processes are repeated to build the MLI structure. 

 

Principle of Chemical Mechanical Polishing 
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The CMP Process 

A schematic diagram of the CMP process is shown in Fig. 2-4. A typical rotary 

CMP tool consists of a polishing pad affixed to a circular polishing plate, a carrier to hold 

a wafer against the pad, and slurry. Both the carrier and the plate are rotated as the front 

of the wafer is pressed down against the pad, which is covered with the polishing slurry. 

The polishing slurry provides the means by which both chemical and mechanical 

(tribological) actions are used to remove and subsequently planarize the wafer surface. A 

typical CMP process mainly consists of three components; wafer, slurry, and pad. As 

illustrated in Fig. 2-4, the wafer is pressed against the pad with a normal force and moves 

along the spinning pad with a relative velocity. The polishing slurry that contains 

chemical additives and abrasive particles is fed onto the pad and travels between the pad 

and the wafer surface. The pad is normally made of porous polymer (polyurethane) and 

has several functions: (i) uniform slurry transport and distribution, (ii) removal of reacted 

products (debris, etc.), and (iii) uniform pressure distribution across the wafer. 

 

Figure 2-4 Schematic of typical CMP apparatus that includes wafer, pad, and slurry. 
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The performance of CMP may be categorized as removal rate, planarization, 

defectivity, and selectivity. Removal rate is related to throughput issue of the process. For 

industrial perspective, fast removal rate is needed for mass production of wafers, which is 

usually estimated 400-600 nm/min for copper. The deposited overburden films on 

patterned surfaces have large lateral dimensions (currently 300 mm) and wide variations 

of pattern-dependent topography. The pitch of the pattern (the sum of the width of the 

patterned lines and the spacing between them) as well as its density can vary significantly 

across the die. The removal of such a complex structured surface requires ‘global 

planarization.’ Defect formation during the process is another issue and become quite 

significant when next generation interconnects such as copper/low k dielectrics are 

integrated. A variety of defects such as microscratches, metal-barrier layer peeling, 

dielectric damage, dishing, and erosion are often observed and must be minimized. 

Selectivity is defined as the ratio of top layer removal rate to underlying layer removal 

rate. In copper CMP, as seen in damascene process, the selectivity refers removal of 

copper vs. barrier (Ta or TaN) vs. dielectric (SiO2 or low k dielectrics). A high selectivity 

value is desired because the CMP process needs to stop once the top layer is removed. 

The performance quality of the CMP process is, of course, determined by 

optimization of the process variables including the polishing slurry. One of the unique 

features of the CMP is that the material removal and planarization normally take place 

via the synergistic interactions. These combinatorial effects that combine both chemical 

and mechanical effects are intuitively different from chemical dissolution-type or 

mechanical polishing-type of material removal. In general, the chemical agents are 

responsible for surface reaction, while the abrasive particles are responsible for 
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mechanical action. Although the tool operation itself is relatively simple, strict control 

and deep understanding of the process are often complicated by the exceedingly large 

number of process variables (> 20), their synergistic interactions, and the dynamic nature 

of the process.  

Since metal CMP involves electrochemical origins, a Pourbaix diagram (Fig. 2-5) 

usually illustrates a concisely visual and rational approach to the slurry chemistry. The 

Pourbaix diagram is a member of a general class of thermodynamic diagrams that are 

termed aqueous stability or predominance area diagrams (potential vs. pH) [Pou74]. 

Slurries employed for planarization of metal typically include an oxidizer to form metal 

oxides, a corrosion inhibitor to prevent high static etch rates, and a complexing agent to 

enhance solubility of metals or to soften the layer. The dissolution and passivation 

processes resulted from the combination of these chemical additives are very competitive, 

and must be tunable to attain ideal planarization. Therefore, it also should be pointed out 

that the chemically modified surface layer with different characteristics (composition, 

harness, thickness) may form in various slurries depending upon thermodynamic basis, 

the pH and electrochemical potential of the metal in the slurry, and also kinetics of the 

various reactions that are thermodynamically favorable at the given pH and potential 

[Ste97]. The state-of-the-art slurry chemicals employed for planarization of copper 

typically include hydrogen peroxide as the oxidizer, benzotriazole as the corrosion 

inhibitor, and citric acid or glycine as the complexing agent. The dissolution and 

passivation processes resulted from the combination of these chemical additives are very 

competitive, and must be tunable to attain ideal planarization. Therefore, a chemically 

modified surface layer with different characteristics (composition, hardness, thickness) 
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may form in various slurries depending upon thermodynamic basis, the pH and 

electrochemical potential of the metal in the slurry, and also kinetics of the various 

reactions that are thermodynamically favorable at the given pH and potential [Lee03].  

 

 

Figure 2-5 Typical Pourbaix diagram. Boundary lines indicate equilibrium between either 
a solid phase and an ion or two solid phases. Within the boundary, regions of 
corrosion, passivation, and immunity are shown [Pou74].  

 

In conjunction with slurry chemistry, abrasives also play an important role in CMP 

performance such as material removal rate and surface finish. A variety of abrasive 

materials have been utilized in industry, which typically include commercially available 

Al2O3 and SiO2 particles for metal CMP. A large number of characteristics are used to 
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determine their roles in the polishing process. The abrasives are mainly responsible for 

mechanical action of the slurry. Thus the most attention-grabbing issues for the 

semiconductor industry are their causes of surface scratching, denting, and peeling during 

polishing soft metal like copper [Sin03]. In addition, the large differences between the 

hardness of the metal and the slurry abrasive can further accentuate special type of 

defects known as “dishing” and “erosion” that results in non-planarity. These defects 

addressed are detrimental to both fabricating and operating IC devices.  

Despite their importance, effects of abrasive particle on CMP performance are 

somewhat inconclusive. Experimental results reported are quite contradicting [Mah99, 

Bie98, Zho02, Bou02, Lu03], and its roles in modeling work are not experimentally 

proven yet [Coo90, Qin04, Zha02]. This is primarily due to limitations and difficulties of 

experimental approach that lead to lack of understanding the fundamental aspects of 

small-scale interactions that take place during the polishing. It is very difficult to 

precisely resolve the individual effect because (i) a large number of other input variables 

is introduced, (ii) the entire process is exceedingly dynamic, transient, and synergistic, 

and (iii) the actual removal takes place on a very small scale (Å to nm).  

 

The CMP Mechanisms  

Due to its simplicity, Preston’s law has been the most extensively used equation in 

describing the mechanism of CMP, which states that the removal rate of a material, that 

is, the thickness decrease (∆h) over time (∆t) is directly proportional to the applied 

pressure (P) and relative velocity (V) of the particles across the wafer [Pre27].  

RR =∆h / ∆t= Kp⋅P⋅V                                              (2.2) 
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Preston’s constant (Kp) depends on properties of the polishing pad, slurry, and materials 

to be polished. Although Preston’s equation has been a basis for illustrating general 

polishing, it does not provide profound insight of synergistic phenomena (chemical and 

tribological dynamics of surface layer formation, contact mechanics, etc.) during CMP, 

due to its initial development for mechanical polishing of glass. 

The electrochemical effect and material removal mechanism in metal CMP were 

first proposed by Kaufmann [Kau91]. In metal CMP, the chemical action by the slurry 

chemical dissolves the metal surface and forms a passivating film preventing the isotropic 

chemical etching process on the wafer surface. By the mechanical action of the abrasive 

particles and the polishing pad, the passivated film is removed, achieving a degree of 

global planarization that is unmatched by the chemical etching process. In general, the 

dissolution rate of the metal surface was found to be two orders of magnitude lower than 

the polishing rate [Sin02].  

Singh et al. [Sin02] outlined mechanistic methodology for understanding the wafer-

pad-slurry interactions during the CMP process, namely micro- and nanoscale effects. 

The large number of process variables with micro- and nano-scale effects and output 

parameters are summarized in Table 1. The micro-scale perception involves identification 

of polishing mode in which the particle based slurry interacts with the comparatively 

rough pad and the flat wafer surface. It is generally believed that the majority of material 

removal takes place on a contact mode, that is, the active numbers of particles that are 

trapped between the pad asperity and the wafer surface under certain down pressure 

participate mostly in material removal. It is therefore critical to be aware of the real area 

of wafer-pad contact, the fraction of particles that cover the pad surface (fractional 
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surface coverage), and so on. The nano-scale perception takes into account the formation 

of surface layer by chemical additives and its subsequent removal by particle abrasion, 

which generally occurs in nano- or atomic scale within a very short time (~ millisecond). 

Therefore, it is important of understand the dynamics of surface layer formation 

(transient characteristics) and its physical interaction with the abrasive particle such as 

indentation depth.  

 

Figure 2-6 Schematic illustration of microscale and nanoscale phenomena during CMP 
[Sin02] 

 

Wafer-Slurry-Pad Interactions in Micro- and Nano-Scales 

Real Area of Pad-Wafer Contact 

 One of the distinctive features of CMP phenomena from conventional tribology is 

the contact of two solids, the pad and the wafer. The pad is typically made of porous 
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polymeric materials, which is more compliant than the oxide- or metal-wafers. The 

roughness of the pad can be characterized to be much higher than that of the wafer (the 

difference can be up to 3-4 orders of magnitude). Therefore, when the pad and the wafer 

are in physical contact and pressed against each other, it is generally accepted that only 

certain portion of the pad can be deformed on the wafer surface.  

Fig. 2 illustrates the contact between a polishing pad and the wafer, first proposed 

by Yu et al. [Yu93]. Yu et al. statistically analyzed roughness of the polishing pad using 

the Greenwood-Williamson elastic model [Gre66, Gre67]. The assumptions in the model 

were (i) spherical shaped asperity and (ii) Gaussian distribution of variations in asperity 

height and radius of the sphere. Assuming the direct contact mode of polishing regime, 

the applied load can be carried solely by the pad asperities. The total contact area (Acon) 

and load (L) over a nominal pad area (A) was calculated as 

∫ ∫
∞ ∞

ΦΦ=
d

zcon dzdaA
0

βη β                                                   (2.3) 

∫ ∫
∞ ∞

ΦΦ=
d

z dzdlAL
0

βη β                                                 (2.4) 

where η is the asperity density, β is the asperity radius, z is the asperity height, Φβ and Φz 

are the Gaussian distribution functions of the asperity radius and the asperity height, 

respectively. The contact pressure is Pcon = L/ Acon. Fig. 3 shows the calculated Pcon and 

Acon against P. As shown in the figure, the pad contact area increases with an increase of 

down load while the pad contact pressure is almost constant with the increase of down 

load due to the increase in the contact area. This result suggests that applied down 

pressure controls the polishing via the pad contact area rather than the pad contact 
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pressure. At 7 psi, Acon/A varies from 0.05 to 0.54 %, depending on the pad modulus (10-

100 MPa). 

 Basim et al. [Bas03] experimentally verified this model using the Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy/attenuated total internal reflection spectroscopy 

(FTIR/ATR) technique. A sample pad (IC-1000) was placed on the (ZnSe) ATR crystal 

and loaded from 3.4 to 11.4 psi. The intensities of the CH2 peaks of the polyurethane 

were recorded at wave number range 3000-2750 cm−1 by measuring the area under the 

detected peak. As shown in Fig. 4a, five spectra were collected at each pressure level. 

The percent pad contact area was then determined by comparing these intensity values 

with the value of a 100 % pad contact with non-porous, defect-free and flat surface. The 

real contact area of the pad (IC-1000, E=30-40 MPa [Oer85, Tic99]) was experimentally 

estimated as 0.33 % at 7 psi which is in good agreement with the Yu’s calculated result.  

 

 

Figure 2-7 Percent pad (IC 1000) contact area on wafer surface as a function of applied 
load obtained by FRIR/ATR technique [Bas03].  
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Fractional Surface Coverage 

 As we assume in this work that the majority of material removal takes place on 

the direct contact mode, the number of particles placed at the real area of the pad-wafer 

contact should be understood.  

Cook and Brown et al. [Bro81, Coo90] described the fractional surface coverage of 

particles during polishing using the concept of particle fill fraction (K) on the entire wafer 

surface. The model was premised on the flat and hard pad surface without asperity. Then 

the number of particles per unit area can be expressed by the following: 

23
2/
φ
KAN =                                                          (2.5) 

K is unity for fully hexagonal close packing. The force per single particle when trapped 

between two hard surfaces can be expressed as follows:  

K
PF

2
3 2φ

φ =                                                          (2.6) 

where P is the polishing pressure, φ is the diameter of particle, and Fφ is the force per 

individual particle.  

Choi et al. [Cho04] used in situ friction force measurements to estimate fractional 

surface coverage. To estimate the real number of particle-pad contact, experiments were 

conducted with relatively soft silica abrasive particle (Vicker’s hardness = 540 kg/mm2) 

and hard sapphire wafer (2370 kg/mm2). The fractional surface coverage that is actually 

in contact with both the pad asperity and the wafer surface is calculated by measuring the 

in situ friction force. According to the Amonton’s law, friction force (F) is defined as 

product of the friction coefficient (µ) and normal force (FN). 

NFF µ=                                                            (2.7) 
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The normal force can be written as follows:  

PAFN =                                                            (2.8) 

Combining Eq. (5) and (6), friction force can be determined by following relationship,  

PAF µ=                                                            (2.9) 

Total F equals the sum of the friction force due to the particles and the wafer surface (Fφ) 

and the friction force due to the pad and the wafer surface (Fp):  

pppp APAPFFF µµ φφφφ +=+=                                           (2.10) 

Since the typical CMP pads are compliant, it may be assume that the real contact pressure 

(Pcon) remains unchanged (Pcon=Pφ=Pp): 

( ) ))1(( pconconppcon ffPAAAPF µµµµ φφφφφ −+⋅=+=                          (2.11) 

where Acon is the real contact area and f is the fractional surface coverage (Aφ/Acon). Then 

an equation for fractional surface coverage for CMP with soft pads can be established:  

)/()( conconpconconconconp APAPAPFf µµµ φφ −−=                          (2.12) 

The experimental results showed that the fractional surface coverage of particles is 

independent of down load and increases with solids loading. The decrease of particle size 

leads to an increase in the total contact area of particles in contact with wafer, leading to a 

higher fraction of slurry particles in contact with the wafer.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2-8 Estimation of fractional surface coverage using in situ friction force 
measurements [Cho04] (a) in situ friction force as a function of solids loading 
for different down pressure and particle size (b) normalized fractional surface 
coverage of particles in contact with wafer surface, converted from (a). 

 

Formation of Chemically Modified Surface Layer 

It is well established that the slurry chemistry significantly influences copper 

surface properties such as dissolution and passiviation. These parameters are integral for 

controlling the properties and kinetics of chemically modified surface layer formation 

and therefore will ultimately influence polishing characteristics such as removal rate, 

planarity, surface quality, and defectivity. Polishing slurries for copper CMP typically 

contain the following [Tam02]:  

1. Oxidizer to form a surface oxide layer,  

2. Corrosion inhibitor to prevent dissolution of copper,  

3. Chelating agent to increase the copper removal rate.  

Earlier investigations on copper CMP largely utilized tools that were used for 

corrosion-related studies. Traditional methods of measuring corrosion effects such as 

potentiodynamic scans, and a.c. impedance provide important information on the 
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dissolution/passivation behavior but, due to the dynamic nature of particle-surface 

interactions during CMP, are often inadequate for simulating or explaining CMP removal 

rates [Ste99, Kne97]. Instead, transient techniques such as chronoamperometry that 

resolves millisecond range can provide better correlation with CMP removal rates 

[Sin02].  Lee extensively characterized chemical interactions during copper CMP 

[Lee03].  

The rapid formation of a thin passive layer is one of the key aspects for achieving 

planarization [Sin02]. For this reason, an oxidizer is normally added to form a passive 

layer for metal CMP. However, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), an oxidizer itself, is known to 

be inefficient in passivating copper surfaces. A corrosion inhibitor such as benzotriazole 

can be added to form a thin passive layer. By properly adjusting concentration of 

peroxide and benzotriazole, we can control the thickness of the surface passvation layer. 

Benzotriazole (BTA, C6H5N3), Citric acid (CA, HO2CCH2C(OH)(CO2H)CH2CO2H).  

 

Indentation Depth of Single Particle (δW) 

 A model describing the indentation degree of particles onto the surface during 

polishing was first developed by Cook and Brown et al. [Bro81] for the super polishing 

of metals. The particle indentation can be described by a model in which a spherical 

particle of diameter φ under uniform load P penetrates the surface with a force L and 

moves along the surface at some velocity removing a volume of material of dimensions 

proportional to the penetration. They utilized a standard Hertzian indentation to describe 

the penetration degree of the particle into the substrate. The indentation depth of a single 

particle was expressed as 
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w φδ                                            (2.13) 

This equation assumes that the particles are much harder than the surface layer and 

interfacial contact between the particles and the surface is elastic.  

Zhao et al. and Qin et al. [Zha02, Qin04] defined the indentation depth of a particle 

into the wafer by making use of the theory of contact mechanics in conjunction with the 

force equilibrium of a particle participating in the wear process. Different modes of 

deformation caused by a single particle into the pad (elastic) and wafer (plastic) due to 

their very different mechanical properties. Based on these modes, the wafer/particle/pad 

contact within the real area of contact between the pad and the wafer can be visualized in 

Fig. 2-9, where the particle is largely embedded into the pad surface. The elastic contact 

force between the pad and the particle (FSP) is given by 

2/3
2/1

23
4

PSPSP EF δφ
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=                                            (2.14) 

where ESP is the reduced Young’s modulus of contacting bodies, pad and particle, and δP 

is indentation depth of a particle in polishing pad. The plastic contact force (FSW) 

between the wafer and the particle by  

WWSW HF πφδ=                                                   (2.15) 

where HW is wafer hardness, and δW is indentation depth of a particle in wafer. This force 

equilibrium can be used to calculate the indentation depth (δW) of the particle into the 

wafer surface with knowledge of wafer hardness, particle diameter and Young’s moduli 

of the particle and pad.  
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Figure 2-9 The wafer-particle-pad interaction during polishing. This schematic shows a 
single particle that is trapped between the pad and the wafer surface (a) when 
the indentation depth, δw, of the particle is smaller than the surface layer 
thickness, t, and (b) when the indentation depth is greater than the surface 
layer thickness [Qin04].  
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTALS 

This chapter illustrates various experimental methods used in this investigation. 

Preparation processes for polishing experiments such as slurry characterization, polisher 

calibration, and various analysis methods for polishing experiments such as removal rate 

measurements, surface roughness measurements, and in situ friction force measurements 

are described in detail. Brief descriptions of measurement principles for each equipment 

are presented.  

 

Sample Preparation 

Wafer Preparation 

8-inch blanket PVD copper/Ta/TEOS silica wafers were cleaved into 1.5 in. x 1.5 

in. square specimens. To prevent edge chipping during the polishing, the specimen edges 

were rounded with silicon carbide grinding papers (Buehler, Grit 400/P800). The 

specimens were then cleaned with methanol and acetone and then dried with blown air.  

 

Particle Characterization and Slurry Synthesis 

The size, size distribution, and shape of the abrasive particles were characterized 

using various techniques. The light scattering method was used to measure the size and 

distribution of the particles, and imaging techniques such as scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were used to verify the 

size and shape of the particles.  
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Light Scattering 

A Microtrac UPA 150, the light scattering particle size analyzer, supplied by 

Honeywell was used to measure the particle size distribution. The light scattering is a 

relatively simple method that provides accurate information (0.003 µm to 6.54 µm) on 

the particle size and the size distribution. Light from laser diode is coupled to the sample, 

scattered from each particle, and shifted by particle motion. The velocity distribution of 

particles suspended in a dispersing medium is a known function of particle size. The 

shifted scattered light is mixed with coherent unshifted light in a silicon photodetector 

and mathematically analyzed with interfaced software.  

The particles were diluted in deionized water and sonicated for 10 minutes before 

the measurements. The measurements were repeated multiple times to obtain 

reproducible results.  

Imaging Techniques  

Particle size and shape were confirmed by microscopic techniques such as 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The 

TEM was utilized for small-size particles (30 nm diameter) that are not easily observable 

with the SEM technique. Corresponding histogram of particle distribution to the TEM 

images was also plotted by numbering and sizing particles in Photoshop.  

Slurry Preparation  

Any visible reactions while mixing different chemicals and particles were carefully 

monitored. Proper handling, such as sufficient stirring rate and time when mixing the 

polishing additives, was done. First, citric acid and benzotriazole (BTA) were mixed in 

deionized (DI) water. Abrasive particles were diluted for a desired solids loading (weight 

%) in separate DI water and were sonicated for approximately 10 min. to break down the 
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aggregated particles to primary particles. The chemicals (citric acid and BTA) and 

abrasive particles were mixed into one container, and its pH was adjusted by KOH. 

Hydrogen peroxide was always added prior to each polishing in order to minimize the 

effect of time dependent degradation.  

 

Table-Top Polishing Equipment 

Polishing experiments were performed on tabletop polishing equipment (Struers 

RotoPol-15 and RotoForce-1) using IC 1000/Suba IV stacked pads (Rodel). Such systems 

realistically represent scaled-down versions of industrial scale system.  

 

Substrate Holder  

Figure 3-1 shows schematics of the table-top polishing equipment and the substrate 

holder. The sample holder was specially machined for the RotoForce-1. As shown in Fig. 

3-1b, the holder was designed to have three rods (the fixation rods to the polisher head, 

RotoForce-1) for obtaining even pressure distribution. An adhesive carrier film (Rodel) 

was attached in the square-shape recessed area to hold the wafer against the pad.  
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                                    (a)           (b) 

Figure 3-1 Schematics of (a) table-top polishing equipment and (b) the substrate holder, 
bottom view (upper image) and top view (lower image)*. 

 

Polishing Equipment Calibration 

An operational pressure range of a bench-top polishing apparatus was calibrated 

using a weight balance to provide accurate control of down pressure (Fig.3-2a), and the 

apparatus was benchmarked using commercially available CMP slurries and comparing 

our experimental results with results from open literature [Zho02] (Fig.3-2b). TEOS 

Silica wafers were used as standard samples. The bench-top polisher turned out to be 

reliable. 

 

 

 
                                                 
* Inch scale. The figure does not represent the real scale. 
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                                   (a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 3-2 The polishing equipment calibration (a) down force calibration using weight 
balance (b) benchmarking of the table-top polisher by comparing removal rate 
values as a function of pressure*velocity (open circles represent  in this study 
(open circle) with data from open literature (open triangle [Zho03]) and 
commercial slurry (open square, Klebosol, Rodel).  

 

Polishing Experiments 

The pad was conditioned prior to each polishing experiment using a grid-abrade 

diamond pad (Rodel). The down pressure was varied from 1.5 psi to 9.0 psi. The speed of 

both platen and head were fixed at 150 RPM (0.88 m/s). The flow rate was fixed at 100 

mL/min. Polishing was carried out for 30 seconds, and repeated three times. One-hour 

static etch rate was measured with the four-point probe method before and after dipping 

specimens in the aqueous media.  
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Table 3-1 Comparison of process variables and slurry ingredients for calibration.  

 Zhou et al. [Zho02] In this study Klebosol  
(Rodel ILD) 

Abrasive type Colloidal silica Colloidal silica Colloidal silica 
Abrasive size 80 nm 80 nm ~ 100 nm 
Solids loading 30 wt.% 30 wt.% 30 wt.% 
pH 11.0 10.5 10.8 
Media DI water DI water ----- 
Polishing apparatus RotoPol-35 RotoPol-15 RotoPol-15 
Prestonian constant 
(Kp) 

107.94 105.65 127.83 

 

Table 3-2 Process parameters for calibration.  
  
Down Pressure 1.5 to 9.0 psi 
Head Speed 150 RPM 
Platen Speed 150 RPM 
Slurry Flow Rate 100 mL/min 
Polish Time 30 sec 

 

In Situ Friction Force Measurements 

The in-situ friction force measurement is a powerful technique for examining 

polishing mechanisms. Fig. 3-3 shows the schematic of the force measurement apparatus. 

The force transducer was connected to a data acquisition system and data was recorded 

every 250 ms for duration of 60 seconds. This apparatus has been extensively used by our 

CMP group to investigate polishing-scale friction force behavior [Mah99a, Mah99b, and 

Cho04] especially in silica polishing. To explore various interactions in copper polishing, 

experiments were conducted as a function of particle size, concentration, and chemical 

additives with fixed values of the rest of the polishing parameters, such as pressure, 

velocity etc.  The friction force values were correlated with the copper removal rate 

values.  
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Figure 3-3 Schematic of apparatus for in situ friction force measurement [Mah99]. 

 

Film Thickness Measurements 

Removal rates were determined by measuring the film thickness before and after 

polishing. The copper film thickness was measured using sheet resistance measurements 

and the thickness of insulating silica dielectrics used for calibrating the table-top polisher 

was measured using Various Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (VASE).  

 

Four Point Probe Method 

The four point probe technique (Jandel) was used to measure sheet resistance and 

ultimately to determine the thickness of copper films. As shown in Fig. 3-4, a four point 

probe setup is mainly composed of current source, digital voltmeter, and four point 

probes. The four point probes consist of two current carrying probes (1 and 4) and two 

voltage measuring probes (2 and 3). The metal probes are lightly pressed onto the copper 

surface. A constant current (I) is passed through probes 1 and 4 and then the resulting 

voltage drop (V) between probes 2 and 3 is measured. The sheet resistance of film (Rs) is 

expressed as  
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I
VKRs ⋅=                                                           (3.1) 

where K is a correction factor dependent on the specimen diameter and probe spacing. If 

the probe spacing is larger than the film thickness (t) and smaller than the distance to 

edge of the film, K=4.53.  

 

        

Figure 3-4 Schematic of four point probe measurement. 

 

The sheet resistance is film-dependent quantity which is rearranged from 

resistance. Let us consider resistance of a bar of materials with resistivity ρ. In this 

rectangular bar with thickness t, width W, and length L, the resistance is given by  

W
LR

W
L

ttW
L

A
LR s ⋅=⋅=

⋅
⋅=⋅= ρρρ  

where Rs = ρ/t is the sheet resistance of a layer of this material. Thus one can obtain the 

thickness of the copper film by measuring the sheet resistance of the copper film.  
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Various Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (VASE) 

Ellipsometry is a non-destructive technique for determining optical constants, film 

thicknesses in multilayered systems, surface and interfacial roughness, etc [Bru92]. In 

this study, the ellipsometry was used to measure the thickness of silica films that were 

used for calibrating the table-top polisher. Fig. 3.5 shows the schematic of spectroscopic 

ellipsometry (J.A. Woollam Co. Inc.).  

 

 

Figure 3-5 Schematic illustration of spectroscopic ellipsometry [Bru92]. 

 

Ellipsometry measures relative changes in the amplitude,ψ, and the phase 

difference, ∆, of a linearly polarized monochromatic incident light upon an oblique 

reflection from a sample surface. In the ellipsometry, the complex ratio, ρ, is defined by 

the following equation,  

∆⋅== i
R
R

s

p exptanψρ  

where Rp and Rs are the complex reflection coefficients of the polarized light parallel and 

perpendicular to the incident plane, respectively. For a layered sample, measured spectra 

may be analyzed using an appropriate fitting model constructed based on the sample 
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structure. In the model, unknown parameters, such as thickness, refractive index and 

absorption index of a layer may be then determined as fitting parameters. These 

parameters are then determined by minimizing the mean-squared errors (MSE) between 

measured and calculated data. In order to obtain thickness information, the technique 

requires a ‘model’ that contains wavelength of incident light, incident beam polarization 

state, angle of incidence, thickness of layer, optical constants (refractive index, 

absorption index, etc.). The thickness input values are varied until we meet perfect match 

with the model.  

 

Surface Topography Measurements: Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

Atomic force microscopy (Digital Instrument Nanoscope III) was used to measure 

the surface roughness of polished copper specimens. The schematic diagram of the AFM 

apparatus is shown in Fig. 3-4. The AFM utilizes a sharp probe (a tip mounted on a 

flexible cantilever) moving along the specimen surface in a raster scan. Repulsive van der 

Waals forces between atoms on the tip and substrate cause deflection of the cantilever. 

The force between the tip and sample are a function of the separation distance. Therefore, 

surface topography is obtained by monitoring the cantilever deflection. The light from the 

laser diode is reflected upon the cantilever and detected on the quadruple photodiode. By 

measuring the light position on the photodiode, changes in the bending of the cantilever 

can be measured.  The surface roughness is quantitatively expressed as  

∑
=

−⋅=
n

i
i ZZ

n
RMS

1

2)(1                                               (3.1)  

where Zi is the height values of single data points in the image, Z is the mean value of all 

height values in the image, and n, the number of data points within the image.  
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Figure 3-6 Schematic diagram of atomic force microscopy (AFM) [Bru92]. 

 

The measurements were conducted in tapping mode. Prior to all surface roughness 

measurements, excess particles adhered on the surfaces after polishing were removed by 

sonicating for a minute in isopropanol. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYNERGISTIC CHEMICAL-MECHANICAL EFFECTS 

As addressed in chapter 1 and 2, due to their fragility and poor adhesion next 

generation interconnect materials such as copper and low k dielectrics are susceptible to 

CMP-induced contact stresses (normal and shear) which may lead to defect formation 

such as microscratches, copper and barrier layer delamination, low k damage, dishing and 

erosion [Sin03, Wan01].  

To reduce the defect formation, investigations such as reduction in down pressure 

[Kon03], abrasive-free polishing [Pad03], electro-polishing [Cha03], etc. have been 

conducted. Material removal by these methods, however, is often dependent on chemical 

dissolution for high removal rate, which is known to be ineffective for obtaining high 

planarity due to its isotropic nature.   

Our methodology in this study to address the defect reduction is based on contact 

mechanics. In this mode of polishing regime, it is believed that active abrasive particles 

are trapped between pad asperity and wafer surface, and therefore participate in material 

removal. As shown in Fig. 2, the particle indentation during polishing is a nano-scale 

phenomenon and its depth into the wafer surface can be theoretically estimated using 

force equilibrium between particle-pad interface and particle-wafer interface [Zha02, 

Qin04]. This penetration depth depends on (i) particle properties (size, hardness, shape 

etc.), (ii) surface layer properties (thickness, hardness, density, etc.), and (iii) pad 

modulus. It should be noted that the penetration depth could be either larger or smaller 

than the surface layer thickness. Due to the low hardness of bare copper underneath the 
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surface layer, a penetration depth greater than the surface layer thickness can cause 

significant micro-scratches and other defect. Therefore, the defect formation can be 

minimized by decreasing the penetration depth of particles. According to the concept 

above, however, the penetration depth is not determined solely by the particle properties, 

but is determined by their synergistic interaction with surface layer that can be influenced 

by various factors. A study of the particle effects on polishing characteristics with 

systematic variation in slurry chemistry is critical, but has yet to be investigated.   

Our objective in this chapter is to examine the synergistic chemical-mechanical 

effects on defect formation during copper CMP. To explore the effects of particle size 

and hardness, various types of particles such as 100 nm silica particle, 1 micron silica 

particle, and 200 nm alumina particle were used. Slurry chemistries such as hydrogen 

peroxide as an oxidizer, benzotriazole as a corrosion inhibitor, and citric acid as a 

chelating agent were also systematically varied to alter the copper surface properties (pH: 

7.0). Removal rate and surface roughness were measured as function of these slurry 

parameters. The surface roughness and micro-scratches were used as indicators of defect 

formation. Based on measurement results, the proper method to obtain “gentle” polishing 

behavior of copper is suggested.    

 

Particle Characterization 

To study the effect of particle size and hardness, three different types of particles 

(nano-size silica, micron-size silica, 200 nm alumina) are used in this chapter. The details 

of the particles used in this chapter are given in Table 4-1.  
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Table 4-1 Details of different types of particles  

Materials 
Approx. mean 

diameter (µm) 
Manufacturer Type 

SiO2 0.1 H.C. Starck Levasil  

SiO2 1.0 Geltech Geltech 1.0 µm 

α-Al2O3 0.2 Sumitomo AKP 50 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Particle analysis (a) particle size distribution obtained by light scattering 
method (b) image of 100 nm silica particle obtained by SEM (c) image of 200 
nm alumina particle obtained by TEM (d) image of 1 µm silica particle 
obtained by SEM.  
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Prior to polishing experiments, the particles used were characterized using several 

techniques. The light scattering method was used to determine the particle size and the 

particle size distribution. The imaging techniques such as SEM and TEM were used to 

confirm the particle size and shape. The analysis results are shown in Fig. 4-1. Fig. 4-1a 

shows the particle size distribution of three different particles obtained by light scattering 

method. Figures 4-1b to 4-1d show the images of the particles obtained by SEM and 

TEM. The silica particles (100 nm and 1 µm in mean diameter) are quite spherical 

whereas the alumina particles are somewhat irregular and faceted in shape.  

Colloidal Silica Nanoparticles 

Figure 4-2 shows the removal rate of copper using neutral slurries (pH 7.0) with 10 

wt. % solids loading of colloidal silica particles. As shown in Fig. 4-2a, the removal rate 

obtained by the nanoparticles dispersed in de-ionized water is approximately 15 nm/min, 

which is quite negligible. The addition of hydrogen peroxide does not significantly 

influence the removal rate. Figure 4-2b shows the effect of benzotriazole addition in 5 % 

hydrogen peroxide on removal rate, which suggests that the removal rate is still quite 

low.  

Figure 4-3 shows the removal rate measured as a function of citric acid concentration 

in the same slurry used for Fig. 4-2b. In the presence of 5 % hydrogen peroxide and 10 

mM benzotriazole, the increase in citric acid concentration in the slurry exhibits a linear 

increase in removal rate. The figure also shows that the removal rate is quite low when 

only citric acid is added in de-ionized water without addition of hydrogen peroxide and 

benzotriazole.  
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                                     (a)      (b) 

Figure 4-2 Removal rate of copper using 10 wt. % solids loading of colloidal silica 
particles at pH 7.0 (a) effect of hydrogen peroxide concentration in de-ionized 
water (b) effect of benzotriazole concentration in 5 % hydrogen peroxide.  

 

 
Figure 4-3 Removal rate of copper versus citric acid concentration, pH: 7.0. 100 nm silica 

particles are used. Open circle indicates the removal rates measured with 5 % 
H2O2 and 10 mM benzotriazole. Open triangle indicates the removal rate 
measured in water. 
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Figure 4-4 shows the root mean square (RMS) values of copper surface after 

polishing with 10 mM and 200 mM of citric acid concentration in the slurry used for Fig. 

4-3. The result shows that the surface roughness is fairly independent of citric acid 

concentration 

 

Figure 4-4 Removal rate of copper as a function of down pressure with and without 100 
mM citric acid. 5 % hydrogen peroxide, 10 mM benzotriazole 100 nm silica at 
10 wt. %, pH: 7.0.  

Figure 4-4 shows the removal rate of copper as a function of down pressure using 100 

nm silica particles at 10 wt. % along with 5 % H2O2, 10 mM benzotriazole (BTA) and 

100 mM citric acid at pH 7. Without citric acid, the removal rate is low, below 30 

nm/min, over the entire down pressure range. However, as 100 mM of citric acid is added 

to the slurry, the removal rate increases considerably. The linear increase in removal rate 
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with increasing down pressure is attributed to an increase in the number of active 

particles contacting the wafer surface due to the compliant nature of the polymeric pad.  

Based on these results, it is suggested that the addition of citric acid may enhance 

delamination between the surface layer and the bulk copper, and may cause brittle 

fracture by the abrasives making it possible to form a layer ‘removable’ by the nano-size 

silica abrasives. As shown in Fig. 4-5, the surface topography after polishing with nano-

size silica abrasives is almost scratch-free, indicating that material removal takes place 

only within the surface layer. Slight increase in root mean square (RMS) value is shown 

as down pressure increases. The linear increase in removal rate and slight increase in 

RMS as a function of the down pressure are attributable to an increase in the active 

number of abrasives in contact with the wafer surface, due to the compliant nature of the 

polymer pad [4].  

 
                 (a)          (b) 

 
      (c)                                     (d) 

Figure 4-5 Down pressure effect on surface image and roughness after polishing with 100 
nm silica particles at 10 wt. %: (a) 1.5 psi (RMS: 0.350 nm), (b) 4.5 psi 
(RMS: 0.427 nm), (c) 7.5 psi (RMS: 0.711 nm), (d) 9.0 psi (RMS: 1.189 nm).  
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The rapid formation of a thin passive layer is one of the key aspects for achieving 

excellent planarity by the CMP process [Sin02]. For this reason, an oxidizer is normally 

added in copper polishing slurries. The oxidizer such as hydrogen peroxide is responsible 

for rapidly forming the passive layer. However, hydrogen peroxide itself is known to be 

inefficient to passivate the copper surfaces. A corrosion inhibitor such as benzotriazole 

can be added to form a thin passive layer. As shown in chapter 2, the thickness of the 

surface passive layer can be controlled by properly adjusting concentration of peroxide 

and benzotriazole. However, using nano-size silica particles, the removal rate for this 

slurry condition is very low. This implies that the surface layer formed by hydrogen 

peroxide and benzotriazole is mechanically too rigid to be removed by nano-size silica 

particles. On the other hand, the synergistic effect is found with the addition of citric acid 

in the slurry and serves to increase the removal rate considerably.    

Micron-size Silica and 200 nm Alumina Particles 

Unlike in nano-silica based polishing, microscratches are often observed after 

polishing of copper with hard or large abrasive-based conventional slurries most likely 

due to the penetration deeper than the surface layer thickness. This removal behavior 

resembles conventional mechanical polishing where the removal of material results from 

direct interaction between abrasives and the bare copper, i.e. the indentation of the 

surface and the removal of material by a scratching process is prevalent [Sin02b]. As 

shown in Fig. 4-6, polishing with 200 nm alumina abrasive generates a much higher 

removal rate than that of 100 nm silica abrasive, but shows very aggressive 

microscratches (Fig. 5) with high RMS value.  
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Figure 4-6 Removal rate and surface roughness after polishing with various particles 
(slurry condition: 5 % H2O2, 10 mM BTA, 100 mM citric acid at pH 7.0) 

The results indicate that the hard abrasives not only penetrate through the surface 

layer, but also remove bare copper effectively with the scratching process that requires 

higher energy to break copper bonds. On the other hand, polishing with 1 µm silica 

abrasives does not exhibit much higher removal rate than that of 100 nm silica abrasives. 

The RMS value of the copper surface after polishing with the micron-size silica is 

slightly lower than that obtained from 200 nm alumina abrasives, but much higher than 

that obtained from 100 nm silica abrasives. This suggests that the large silica abrasive can 

penetrate through the surface layer but cannot effectively remove bare copper underneath 

the layer due to its low hardness. As such, the removal mechanism can be quite different 

when indentation depth by the abrasive is larger or smaller than the surface layer 

thickness. In order to achieve low stress polishing of copper, it is preferable to cause 
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brittle fracture only within the surface layer because it requires low energy to generate 

material removal due to nature of brittle fracture.  

Conclusion 

We have investigated copper CMP using nanoparticle-based slurries. With addition 

of citric acid in the presence of hydrogen peroxide and benzotriazole at pH 7, we 

obtained moderate removal rates with very low rms values, less than 0.7 nm. Micron-size 

silica and 200 nm alumina particles were also used as comparison.   

1. The hardness and size of the particles can be reduced to lower the penetration depth, 

thus avoiding damaging effects. However, reducing particle hardness and size 

without use of synergistic chemistries may lead to much reduced removal rates. 

2. The addition of complexing agent, citric acid, in the slurry is critical to the 

formation of surface layer removable by the colloidal silica nanoparticles.  

3. In contrast, larger or harder particles result in greater surface defects suggesting that 

removal takes place via scratching process.  

We propose that citric acid softens the surface layer formed by hydrogen peroxide 

and benzotriazole, and results in larger indentation depth of nano-size silica particles, 

thus increasing the removal rate. Combined mechanical-chemical effects are needed to 

achieve low-defectivity polishing of copper.  
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Figure 4-7 Surface roughness copper specimen (a) as received (RMS: 6.963 nm) copper 
wafer (b) polished with 100 nm silica at 10 wt. % (RMS: 0.711 nm) (c) 
polished with 1 µm silica at 10 wt. % (RMS: 6.985 nm) (d) polished with 200 
nm alumina at 5 wt. % (RMS: 8.793 nm) 
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CHAPTER 5 
FORMATION OF REMOVABLE SURFACE LAYER  

In chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) of copper, chelating agents are often 

added in the hydrogen peroxide, the most commonly used oxidizer, -based slurries to 

increase the removal rate [Sin02b]. It has been reported that simultaneous use of some 

chelating agents and the peroxide synergistically increases the removal rate of copper. 

These results are normally inferred to the ability of the chelating agents to form copper 

complexes and its enhanced solubility [Aks02, Aks03, Du04, Che04].  

Citric acid is of particular interest in this work because, although it is often utilized 

in copper CMP due to its chelating ability, it is relatively less explored among other 

chelating agents such as glycine. Tamilmani et al. [Tam02] constructed potential-pH 

diagrams based on thermodynamic calculations and suggested that presence of the citrate 

ions in the slurry would tend to chemically dissolve copper through complex formations. 

Chen et al. [Che04] studied the effect of citric acid on copper polishing using hydrogen 

peroxide-based acidic slurries that contain 50 nm alumina particles. The removal rate in 

their study was exceedingly high, which was up to 5.5 µm at 3 psi. It is conceivable that 

the enhanced material removal in acidic regime without an inhibitor may include an 

unwanted level of chemical dissolution, which would not help in achieving efficient 

planarization due to its isotropic nature and also raises a corrosion issue. In addition, we 

demonstrated in chapter four that use of such hard particles may result in significant 

micro-scratches due to their severe penetration and direct interaction with soft bare 
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copper underneath the surface layer. Therefore, further aspects of citric acid addition 

under more passivating and mechanically gentle ambient should be addressed.  

Our objective in this chapter is to understand the role of citric acid during the 

copper CMP using silica nanoparticle based neutral slurries. To study its effect on 

polishing behavior, removal rate was measured as a function of citric acid in the presence 

of hydrogen peroxide and benzotriazole at pH 7. Static etch rate measurements and 

potentiodynamic scans were conducted to study dissolution / passivation behavior. To 

study the effect of citric acid on chemical composition of the surface layer, x-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used. Reaction kinetics of the layer formation was 

studied using chronoamperometry technique. Physical properties of the surface layer such 

as hardness and density were obtained using nanoindentation and x-ray reflectivity 

(XRR), respectively. Various aspects of citric acid addition on copper surface and its 

influence on polishing performance are discussed. 

Experimentals 

Removal Rate and Static Etch Rate Measurements

Eight-inch blanket PVD copper/Ta/TEOS silica wafers were cleaved into 1.5 in. x 1.5 

in. samples. Polishing experiments were conducted on tabletop polishing equipment 

(Struers RotoPol-15 and RotoForce-1) using IC 1000/Suba IV stacked pads (Rodel). The 

pad was conditioned prior to each polishing experiment using a grid-abrade diamond pad 

(Rodel). Down pressure was fixed at 7.5 psi, with 150 RPM of both platen and head 

speed (0.88 m/s). Flow rate was fixed at 100 mL/min. The sample holder was designed 

and machined for the equipment. An adhesive carrier film (Rodel) was attached in the 

square-shape recessed area to hold the wafers against the pad. Removal rates were 

determined by measuring the thickness of the copper layer using the four-point probe 
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method before and after polishing. Polishing was carried out for 30 seconds, and repeated 

three times. Chemicals (hydrogen peroxide, citric acid and benzotriazole) and abrasive 

particles were mixed in deionized water, and further adjusted to pH 7.0 by KOH. One-

hour static etch rate was measured with the four-point probe method before and after 

dipping specimens in the aqueous media.  

Electrochemical Tests 

The three electrode cell was used. High purity copper coupons (99.9985%), the 

working electrode, were pre-polished and mounted in a Teflon holder that exposed 1 cm2 

surface area. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and two graphite rods was used as a 

reference electrode and counter electrodes, respectively. The Autolab PGSTAT 30 was 

used for the potentiodynamic scans. The scans were performed at the same rate of 1 

mV/s, beginning at -0.75 V and ending at 0.5 V (respect to SCE).  To examine the 

transient electrochemical behavior, the FRA2 module was added to the potentiostat. This 

technique, so-called Chronoamperometry, measures the decrease in current with time at a 

given electrical potential, which provides valuable time-resolved information. Prior to the 

measurement, the copper specimens were kept at a cathodic potential in the test solution 

to prevent oxidation reaction on the surface. Then an open-circuit potential, measured 

from potentiodynamic scans, was applied. The current drop was monitored in the 

millisecond range and converted to the surface layer thickness using Faraday’s law of 

electrolysis.  

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS experiments were performed to determine the chemical composition of the 

chemically modified surface layer. A specimen was dipped in the aqueous solution for a 

minute and moved over to the ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber that was less than 10-8 
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Torr. Photoelectrons were excited by using non-monochromatized Mg Kα x-ray 

irradiation (1253.6 eV), and the detection angle was normal to the sample surface.  

Nanoindentation and X-ray Reflectivity 

Nanoindentation experiments were conducted using a cube corner diamond 

indenter with Triboindenter and Triboscope manufactured by Hysitron. Copper 

specimens were dipped in the aqueous solutions for a minute and moved to the sample 

stage. For each specimen, the experiments were conducted at 64 separate maximum loads 

starting from 100 µN to 5 µN with successive 4 % decrease. All indentations were 

performed using a load-time sequence. To characterize the density of the surface layer 

modified by the chemical additives, x-ray reflectivity (XRR) was used. XRR is a non-

destructive and non-contact technique for density measurements. A Philips X’Pert x-ray 

diffraction system was used for this study. For x-ray radiation of incident angle θI < 

critical angle (θc) total external reflection occurs at a certain reflection angle (θr). The 

critical angle is proportional to the half power of the layer density. For conditions in 

which the incident and reflected angle are equal, the density can be obtained for the 

chemically modified surface layer.  

Synergistic Chemical Effect 

Figure 5-1 shows the removal rate of copper vs. citric acid concentration (0-200 mM) 

using 10 wt. % of 100 nm silica particles along with 5 % H2O2 and 10 mM benzotriazole 

(BTA) at pH 7. The peroxide and BTA are added in the slurry for the purpose of rapid 

formation of a passive layer which is necessary for achieving the effective planarization 

[1]. As shown in Fig. 5-1, the removal rate of these two chemical agents without citric acid 

is negligible but linearly increases with an increase of citric acid concentration in the 
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slurry. The figure shows that the removal rate is also influenced by the down pressure. To 

identify the role of citric acid, as the third chemical ingredient that increases the removal 

rate, several experiments were further conducted.  

 

Figure 5-1 Removal rate of copper vs. citric acid concentration in the presence of 5 % 
hydrogen peroxide and 10 mM BTA at pH 7. 

Dissolution / Passivation 

First, static etch rate was measured as a function of citric acid concentration in 

several aqueous media at pH 7. The rate values were taken from the thickness loss of 

copper after dipping in the test solutions. As shown in Fig. 5-2, the etch rate slightly 

increases with increasing citric acid content in deionized water. The etching effect is 

enhanced with the addition of 5 % hydrogen peroxide but shows saturation with an 

excess amount of citric acid (above 100 mM). It is also shown that the chemical 

dissolution effect enhanced by the mixture of hydrogen peroxide and citric acid can be 

completely suppressed by addition of 10 mM BTA due to its inhibitive action.  
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Figure 5-2 Effect of citric acid concentration on copper etch rate in various aqueous 
media; deionized water (open square), 5 % H2O2 (open circle), 5 % H2O2 and 
10 mM benzotriazole (open triangle) at pH 7. 

Potentiodynamic scans of copper were also conducted in several aqueous media. 

The plots of SCE vs. logarithmic current density are shown in Fig. 5-3. Much higher open-

circuit potential of copper is observed in the 5 % hydrogen peroxide solution than that in 

the 200 mM citric acid solution. Mixed solution of these two agents exhibits both higher 

open-circuit potential and higher corrosion current density than those in individual ones. 

Similarly to the static etch rate result, the addition of BTA is also shown to be effective in 

surface passivation. The values of open-circuit potential and corrosion current density are 

summarized in Table 1. Dissolution rate of copper was calculated from the current 

density and compared with the values from thickness loss method. The dissolution rate 

values taken from the potentiodynamic scans were higher than that from the thickness 

loss measurements. The limited resolution of thickness measurement by four point probe 
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method and different time scale of measurements may account for the disagreement. 

Nevertheless, both results show similar trend in dissolution/passivation behavior with 

chemistry variations. 

 

Figure 5-3. Effect of citric acid on polarization curves in various aqueous media at pH 7. 

Surface Chemical Composition 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to examine how citric acid 

influences the chemical composition of the copper surface modified by hydrogen 

peroxide. Fig. 4a shows the XPS spectra of a copper specimen after dipping in 5% 

hydrogen peroxide and 100mM citric acid. The Cu2P3/2 line and its satellite are observed 

at 933.6 eV and 943.3 eV with very weak intensity, indicating relatively thin CuO 

formation on the surface. Cu2O and Cu(OH)2 are also revealed from O1s binding energy 

of 530.4 eV and 531.3 eV, respectively. Moreover, C1s of carboxylic acid group (-

COOH-) is found at 288 eV, indicating that citric acid complex exists on the surface. To 

further study the inner layer composition, the specimen was sputtered with Ar+ ions for 

12 and 48 seconds.  
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Figure 5-4 (a) The XPS spectra of copper surface treated with 5 % H2O2, 10 mM 
benzotriazole, and 100 mM citric acid at pH 7 with different sputtering time, 
(b) O1s line, (c) C1s line. 

After sputtering for 12 seconds, the carboxylic acid group starts to vanish as shown 

in Fig 4c. After 48 second-sputtering, the carboxylic acid group is mostly disappeared 

while Cu2O is still observed with the same intensity (Fig. 5-4b), indicating that the oxide is 

the main component of the surface layer.  

Reaction Kinetics 

An important aspect relevant to the layer formation is the rate at which the particle 

abrasion takes place, which is generally considered in the range of 10 to 400 milliseconds 

depending upon the slurry variables [Sin02b]. To study the effect of citric acid on the 
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dynamic nature of layer growth in the short-time scale, chronoamperometry technique 

was used. Figure 5-5a shows the transient behavior of surface layer formation on copper in the 

millisecond range (< 0.07 sec). When only citric acid is used, rate of the layer growth is 

relatively low. When hydrogen peroxide is added to the citric acid solution, the growth 

becomes much faster, and the dependence of layer thickness on time is almost linear. The 

addition of BTA in the mixed solution decreases the growth rate, but the rate is still 

higher than that in the citric acid solution. The layer growth was also monitored as a 

function of citric acid concentration in the presence of the peroxide and BTA, which is 

shown in Fig. 5b. The figure shows that the increase of citric acid concentration enhances 

the reaction kinetics.  

Physical Properties of Surface Modified Surface 

The hardness and density of the layer were measured using nanoindentation and 

XRR, respectively, as a function of citric acid concentration in neutral solutions that 

contain 5 % hydrogen peroxide and 10 mM BTA. Figure 5-6 shows that the both the hardness 

and density of the surface layer is significantly decreased by the addition of citric acid in 

the slurry; approximately 40 % decrease in hardness and 21 % decrease in density with 

100 mM of citric acid content.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-5 Transient response of layer growth on copper in the millisecond regime (a) 
effect of citric acid in various media (b) effect of citric acid concentration in 
the aqueous media that contains 5 % H2O2 and 10 mM BTA. 
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Figure 5-6 Effect of citric acid addition on the hardness and the density of the surface 
layer; 5 % H2O2 and 10 mM benzotriazole at pH 7. 

Discussion 

Citric acid is a chelating agent with tetra-dentate carboxylic groups that can lose 

protons and become a citrate ion. Tamilmani et al. [Tam02] suggested that, based on 

thermodynamic calculations (pH-potential diagrams), presence of the citrate ions in the 

slurry would tend to chemically dissolve copper through complex formations. According 

to the pH-potential diagram, doubly charged anionic complex (Cu(H-1L)2-, where L = 

C6H5O7
3-) is predominant at the neutral pH. Despite the rational identification of stable 

species under given conditions, only the thermodynamically favorable and predominant 

species appear on the diagram. Our result of XPS with sputtering, in fact, shows that top 

surface of the copper specimen treated with the peroxide and citric acid at neutral pH is 

mainly composed of copper oxide, not the copper-citric acid complex. This implies that 

the enhanced dissolution effect from the mixture of the peroxide and citric acid in Fig. 5-2 
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and Fig. 5-3 is attributed to oxide etching, which may take place by two main reactions; 

oxidation of copper (1), responsible for the oxide formation, followed by complexation 

(2), responsible for the oxide dissolution. 

Cu = Cu2+ + 2e-                                (1) 

Cu2+ + citrate = Cu-citrate complex                                                   (2) 

It is believed that above 100 mM of citric acid the total dissolution rate is limited by the 

oxidation rate, thus showing the saturation (open circle) in Fig. 5-2. The lower etch rate in 

deionized water is most likely due to relatively thin-native oxide formation by less 

oxidizing power of water than that of hydrogen peroxide, which is demonstrated by the 

potentiodynamic scans (Fig. 5-3). It is noted here that the etching effect by the peroxide and 

citric acid is efficiently suppressed by the addition of BTA over the entire range of citric 

acid concentration. Regardless of the minimal etch rate with the BTA addition, however, 

the removal rate is linearly proportional to the citric acid concentration, as shown in Fig. 

5-1. Such a discrepancy clearly indicates that the polishing rate of copper under this 

condition is fully attributed to chemo-mechanical effects, and the polishing mechanism 

can be better correlated with the transient electrochemical study. 

Figure 5-5 shows that the reaction kinetics in the millisecond regime is indeed 

influenced by the slurry chemistries. A notable feature in this transient study is that, as 

shown in Fig. 5-5b, the addition of citric acid in the slurry that contains 5 % hydrogen 

peroxide and 10 mM BTA enhances the layer growth rate, which is not indicated by the 

static dissolution/passivation study. In addition, the adsorption of BTA is seen to play a 

role not only in that it prohibits copper from direct dissolution but also in that the layer 

growth shows parabolic dependence on time. One may reason that the enhanced reaction 
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kinetics leads to less dense oxide layer, thus decreasing the layer hardness. This is also 

confirmed by the results of XRR and nanoindentation. The addition of citric acid does 

degrade the density and the hardness of the surface layer. Based on these observations, 

we believe that, using nanoparticle-based slurries, the synergistic mechanical-chemical 

effect by the addition of citric acid that serves to increase the removal rate is solely 

attributable to the soft layer formation that allows considerable indentation of nano 

particles, rather than enhancing solubility of copper. The absence of chelating action of 

citric acid that leads to enhanced copper dissolution is ascribed to (1) effective 

passivation by use of neutral slurry and by addition of BTA and (2) relatively small 

amount of debris generated by nano particles.  

 

Figure 5-7 Potential-pH diagram for copper-citric acid-water system. Redox potential 
values of 0.1 M citric acid solution (square) and 0.1 M citric acid with 4 % 
hydrogen peroxide (circle) are also displayed. (Cu(H-1L)2-, where L = 
C6H5O7

3-) [Tam03] 

Conclusion 

We investigated the role of citric acid during copper CMP using silica nanoparticle-

based slurries. Linear increase in removal rate was found with an increase of citric acid 
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content in the presence of hydrogen peroxide and benzotriazole at neutral pH. Static 

dissolution studies and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy suggests that copper dissolution 

is enhanced by the mixture of hydrogen peroxide and citric acid, mostly via oxide 

dissolution. However, the static etch rate of copper is essentially minimal with addition of 

BTA but is not well correlated with the removal rate result. In contrast, the transient 

electrochemical study suggests that reaction kinetics in the millisecond regime is 

enhanced by citric acid addition even in the presence of BTA, which we believe leads to 

less dense oxide formation and therefore allows considerable indentation of silica nano 

particles. This is also confirmed by our results of nanoindentation and XRR, which 

exhibit that the addition of citric acid in the presence of hydrogen peroxide and 

benzotriazole significantly decreases the hardness and density of the surface layer. 

Therefore, using silica nanoparticle-based neutral slurries, the linear increase in removal 

rate as a function of citric acid concentration can be explained by formation of weakly 

bonded surface layer, rather than high solubility of copper. 
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CHAPTER 6 
ROLE OF NANOPARTICLE SIZE AND CONCENTRATION 

The particle size and concentration play important roles in determining polishing 

characteristics such as removal rate, surface roughness, etc., and also have been used to 

help indirectly understand in what manner the material removal occurs during polishing 

[Sin02]. Nevertheless, experimental results that have been reported with respect to the 

particle size for polishing of different materials are quite contradicting [Bie99, Mah00]. It 

has been reported that such contradicting results are also found when the same materials 

are polished in different particle size ranges such as nano-size particles vs. micron-size 

particles.  

Bielmann et al. [Bie99] studied tungsten CMP using alumina particles ranging 0.3-

13 µm and showed that removal rate was inversely dependent of particle size. On the 

other hand, Bouvet et al. [Bou02] reported that, using sub 100 nm silica particles (12-75 

nm), tungsten removal rate was fairly constant with particle size. The conflicting results 

from different particle size regimes are also seen in oxide CMP. Mahajan et al. [Mah00] 

used 0.2-1.5 µm silica particles and showed that optimum concentration for high removal 

rate existed for each particle size, which shifted to a lower concentration with increasing 

particle size. Such an optimum concentration was not observed when Zhou et al. [Zho02] 

investigated silica CMP using relatively small silica particles (10-140 nm). Their result 

suggested that the variation of removal rate with nano-scale particle size was non-linear 

and the highest removal rate was obtained using 80 nm particle based slurry.  
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In copper CMP, to our best knowledge, only Lu et al. [Lu03] studied effect of 

particle size, using silica particles ranging from 50 to 300 nm in hydrogen peroxide and 

glycine-based acidic slurries. They showed that removal rate increased with a decrease in 

particle size and suggested that material removal would be controlled by specific surface 

area of particles. However, as observed in the tungsten and silica CMPs above, use of 

particles in different size regimes may lead to different polishing phenomena. The study 

of particle size in copper CMP discretely for the nano-size regime has not yet been 

conducted.  

In this chapter, we investigate the effects of nano-particle size (30-100 nm) and 

concentration (3-10 wt. %) in copper CMP. The particles are characterized using several 

techniques. The removal rate and CMP induced-surface roughness are measured with 

fixed concentration of slurry chemical agents (5 % H2O2, 10 mM benzotriazole (BTA) 

and 100 mM citric acid) at pH 7. In order to understand the wafer-slurry-pad interactions, 

in situ friction force is measured. Based on these measurements, the role of nano-size 

silica particles for copper polishing is examined.  

Results and Discussion 

Particles are characterized using several techniques. Fig. 6-1a shows the size 

distribution of three different particles (30, 80, 100 nm in approximate mean diameter) 

obtained by light scattering method, which indicates that each particle size is narrowly 

distributed. In Fig. 6-1b to c, the images, of particles measured by TEM and SEM are 

shown, which confirm the particle size and suggest that the particles are quite spherical in 

shape.  
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                                                          (a) 

                       

                         (b)                                                           (c) 

Figure 6-1 Particle analysis (a) particle size distribution of colloidal silica obtained by 
light scattering method (b) image of 30 nm colloidal silica obtained by TEM 
(c) image of 100 nm colloidal silica obtained by SEM. 

To study particle size and concentration effects, we selected a specific slurry 

chemical composition (5 % H2O2, 10 mM BTA and 100 mM citric acid at pH 7). Based 

on our results in chapter four, such a slurry composition exhibits a reasonably high 
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removal rate without involving chemical dissolution. Figure 6-2 shows the removal rate of 

copper as function of nanoparticle size (30-100 nm) and concentration (3-10 wt. %). The 

figure shows the removal rate increases with the increase of both particle size and 

concentration.  

 

Figure 6-2 Effect of particle size and concentration on removal rate of copper with fixed 
chemical agents (5 % H2O2, 10 mM BTA and 100 mM citric acid) at pH 7 
(open circle; 100 nm, open square; 80 nm, open triangle; 30 nm) 

The surface topographic image and roughness of the polished samples measured by 

AFM are shown in Fig. 6-3. As shown in Fig. 6-3a, micro-scratches that are commonly 

observed after copper CMP process are not exhibited. Figure 6-3b shows that root mean 

square (RMS) values are very low (> 0.7 nm) and fairly independent of particle size and 

concentration.  
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            (a)                                               (b)                                           (c) 

Figure 6-3 Effect of particle concentration on surface topography after polishing with 100 
nm colloidal silica particle (a) 3 wt. % (b) 5 wt. % (c) 10 wt. % 

To understand the role of particle size in copper CMP, in situ friction force 

measurements were conducted on these samples. Figure 6-6 shows the friction force 

response vs. particle concentration and particle size (30 and 100 nm). Two sets of 

experiments were conducted: one without citric acid in the slurry (5 % hydrogen peroxide 

and 10 mM BTA at pH 7, Fig. 6-6a), the other with 100 mM citric acid in the same slurry 

(Fig. 6-6b). In both cases, friction force increases with increasing particle size and 

concentration. However, friction force response becomes much more dependent on 

particle size and increases more rapidly with increasing particle concentration as 100 mM 

citric acid is added in the polishing slurry (Fig. 6-6b).  
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            (a)                                               (b)                                           (c) 

Figure 6-4 Effect of particle size on surface topography after polishing with 10 wt. % 
solids loading (a) 30 nm (b) 80 nm (c) 100 nm.  

 

Figure 6-5 Effect of particle size and concentration on surface roughness (RMS) of 
copper specimen after polishing.  
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Figure 6-6 Effect of particle size and concentration on friction force during copper 
polishing (a) without citric acid in the slurry (5% H2O2, 10mM BTA at pH 7) 
(b) with addition of 100mM citric acid. 

In contrast to earlier results by Lu et al. [Lu03], the removal rate obtained in this 

study increases with increasing particle size. It should be noted that, in copper CMP, the 

nano-particle polishing results are quite different compared to sub-micron size particle 

polishing in which we observed much high rms values and deeper scratches in chapter 

four. As shown in Fig. 6-3 and Fig. 6-4, the copper surface polished with nanoparticles 

does not involve the microscratches and the RMS value is independent of the particle 

size, which suggest that, due to nanoparticle characteristics of shallow indentation, the 

material removal occurs without significantly damaging the sub bare copper underneath 

the chemically modified surface layer.  

The slurry chemistry also significantly influences copper surface properties such as 

dissolution/passivation behavior or surface layer formation mechanism, and consequently 

influences the polishing characteristics. It is conceivable that the material removal in the 

work by Lu et al. includes high level of chemical dissolution. The removal rate obtained 
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without use of abrasives was exceedingly high (> 200 nm/min), which may not be the 

appropriate slurry environment to study the pure effect of particle size. On the other hand, 

we earlier showed that the slurry chemical condition selected for this study did not 

involve chemical dissolution, but rather form a passive surface layer that can be indented 

and removed by the nanoparticles. Detailed discussion of the removable layer formation 

is presented in chapter 5.  

The friction force result shown in Fig. 6-6 implies that the particle indentation 

volume plays an important role in material removal. Choi et al. [Cho04] utilized the in 

situ friction force approach to estimate the fractional surface coverage of particle at the 

pad-wafer contact area. To minimize the effect of particle indentation on the friction 

force measurement, the experiments were conducted using soft silica particles (*540 

kg/mm2) and hard sapphire wafer (*2370 kg/mm2). Their experimental result showed that 

the friction force increased as the particle size decreased and as the particle concentration 

increased. The larger friction force responses for the smaller particles were explained by 

their larger surface area (or larger number of contact). Note that the number of smaller 

particles is greater than that of bigger particles at the same particle concentration (wt. %). 

Our measurement result obtained in this study is similar to Choi’s result in that the 

friction force increases as particle concentration increases, but shows disagreement in the 

particle size effect on the friction force responses. Such conflicting results in the particle 

size effect on friction force are attributable to the particle indentation on the wafer 

surface. A proposed schematic of nanoscale particle-copper surface interactions is 

illustrated in Fig. 6-7. It is believed that the particle indentation is limited within the 

                                                 
* Vicker’s hardness [Ric71] 
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surface layer because of the characteristics of nanoparticles, and the larger particles (100 

nm) with larger indentation volume may lead to higher friction force and more efficient 

material removal.  

 

 

Figure 6-7 Schematic illustration of nanoscale particle-wafer surface interactions. Dashed 
line shows the boundary of surface layer formed by chemical agents during 
polishing. The figure shows that the bigger particles (100 nm) can have larger 
indentation volume on the surface layer which leads to higher friction force 
and more efficient material removal.  

Conclusion 

We have investigated the role of particle size below 100 nm in mean diameter 

during chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) of copper. Our experiment results exhibit 

following; 

1. Copper removal rate increases as the nanoparticle size and concentration increase.  
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2. Microscratches were not found on surface of nay copper specimen after polishing. 

The RMS values were very low (< 0.7 nm) and were independent of nanoparticle size 

and concentration. 

3. In situ friction force also increases as the nanoparticle size and concentration 

increase.  

It is believed that, due to the shallow indentation characteristics of the 

nanoparticles, the material removal occurs within the surface layer formed by chemical 

additives without severely damaging the sub bare copper. In situ friction force result 

suggests that the increased copper removal rate with increasing nanoparticle size is 

attributable to the larger indentation volume.  
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 

We have investigated copper CMP using nanoparticle-based slurries. With addition 

of citric acid in the presence of hydrogen peroxide and benzotriazole at pH 7, we 

obtained moderate removal rates with very low rms values, less than 0.7 nm. Micron-size 

silica and 200 nm alumina particles were also used as comparison.   

1. The hardness and size of the particles can be reduced to lower the penetration 
depth, thus avoiding damaging effects. However, reducing particle hardness and 
size without use of synergistic chemistries may lead to much reduced removal 
rates. 

2. The addition of complexing agent, citric acid, in the slurry is critical to the 
formation of surface layer removable by the colloidal silica nanoparticles.  

3. In contrast, larger or harder particles result in greater surface defects suggesting 
that removal takes place via scratching process.  

We propose that citric acid softens the surface layer formed by hydrogen peroxide 

and benzotriazole, and results in larger indentation depth of nano-size silica particles, 

thus increasing the removal rate. Combined mechanical-chemical effects are needed to 

achieve low-defectivity polishing of copper.  

We investigated the role of citric acid during copper CMP using silica nanoparticle-

based slurries. Linear increase in removal rate was found with an increase of citric acid 

content in the presence of hydrogen peroxide and benzotriazole at neutral pH. Static 

dissolution studies and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy suggests that copper dissolution 

is enhanced by the mixture of hydrogen peroxide and citric acid, mostly via oxide 

dissolution. However, the static etch rate of copper is essentially minimal with addition of 
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BTA but is not well correlated with the removal rate result. In contrast, the transient 

electrochemical study suggests that reaction kinetics in the millisecond regime is 

enhanced by citric acid addition even in the presence of BTA, which we believe leads to 

less dense oxide formation and therefore allows considerable indentation of silica nano 

particles. This is also confirmed by our results of nanoindentation and XRR, which 

exhibit that the addition of citric acid in the presence of hydrogen peroxide and 

benzotriazole significantly decreases the hardness and density of the surface layer. 

Therefore, using silica nanoparticle-based neutral slurries, the linear increase in removal 

rate as a function of citric acid concentration can be explained by formation of weakly 

bonded surface layer, rather than high solubility of copper. 

We have investigated the role of particle size below 100 nm in mean diameter 

during chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) of copper. Our experiment results exhibit 

following; 

1. Copper removal rate increases as the nanoparticle size and concentration increase.  

2. Microscratches were not found on surface of nay copper specimen after polishing. 
The RMS values were very low (< 0.7 nm) and were independent of nanoparticle 
size and concentration. 

3. In situ friction force also increases as the nanoparticle size and concentration 
increase.  

It is believed that, due to the shallow indentation characteristics of the 

nanoparticles, the material removal occurs within the surface layer formed by chemical 

additives without severely damaging the sub bare copper. In situ friction force result 

suggests that the increased copper removal rate with increasing nanoparticle size is 

attributable to the larger indentation volume.  
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